Installation Guide For The Taylor Made
“Zip On T Top Weather Guard and Enclosure”

Instant Weather Protection when you need it!
“Zip On” for bad weather! “Zip Off” for good weather!
Protective storage bag included!

Taylor’s new “Zip On” Weather Guard and Enclosure will install and fit any T Top cover frame. Three five foot long zipper strips are attached to the cover frame with zip ties. The zipper strips allow the 3 individual enclosure panels to “Zip on” and hang down from the cover frame. The three 5 foot panels are “Zipped” together forming a three sided rectangular enclosure. ( If desired, the front panel can be used without the side panels as a stand alone wind shield ). All three panels simply “Zip Off” the T Top cover frame for storage when the enclosure is not in use. Only the zipper strips remain, ready for the next time the enclosure is needed.

Taylor Made Quality… Strength of construction materials… Ability to conform to the shape and size of your center console are built in to this innovative “Taylor Made” enclosure. The “Zip On” Weather Guard panels are designed to pull into the console body and form a trapezoid shaped weather proof enclosure. The front panel width at the base of the front of the console body is re-enforced and designed to fit any console exactly. Both of the side panels of the enclosure attach to fit the width of any combination of center consoles and T Top supports. Once the easy initial installation is complete, the “Zip On” Weather Guard and Enclosure may be easily deployed or removed and stored in less than a minute.
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PARTS AND MATERIALS LIST (NOT TO SCALE)

TWENTY FOUR ZIP TIES

4 EACH NYLON EYE LOOPS. EIGHT #8 x 5/8" SS PHILLIPS PAN HD. SCREWS

20 FOOT OF 1/8th IN. SHOCK CORD.

FOUR 1/8th IN. CORD WHEEL LOCK ASSEMBLIES.

THREE 60 INCH ZIPPER STRIPS

Each Zipper Strip Is Secured With 5 Zip Ties To The Underside Of The Cover Frame.

THREE 60 INCH ENCLOSURE PANELS

CLEAR VINYL
Standing behind console this is the right side panel.

CLEAR VINYL
Front Panel

CLEAR VINYL
Standing behind console this is the left side panel

ONE STORAGE BAG
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1. OPEN THE PARTS PAGE
A. FIND AND IDENTIFY THE ENCLOSURE COMPONENTS
B. FIND THE FRONT PANEL ZIPPER STRIP, (UNZIP THE ZIPPER STRIP FROM THE FRONT ENCLOSURE PANEL IF NECESSARY).
C. CENTER, THEN ATTACH THE ZIPPER STRIP TO THE FRONT OF THE T-TOP COVER FRAME WITH THE ZIP TIES PROVIDED.

CENTER AND SECURE THE FRONT PANEL ZIPPER STRIP TO THE FRONT OF THE T-TOP COVER FRAME

NOTE; LET THE ZIPPER STRIP HANG FROM THE FRAME AS ILLUSTRATED. DO NOT BUNCH THE GROMMET TIGHT TO THE COVER FRAME.

D. FIND THE RIGHT SIDE PANEL ZIPPER STRIP, (UNZIP THE ZIPPER STRIP FROM THE RIGHT SIDE ENCLOSURE PANEL IF NECESSARY).
E. FIND THE RIGHT SIDE END OF THE CENTERED FRONT ZIPPER PANEL, THEN START ATTACHING THE END OF THE RIGHT SIDE PANEL ZIPPER STRIP TO THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE T-TOP COVER FRAME WITH THE ZIP TIES PROVIDED.
G. FIND THE LEFT SIDE END OF THE CENTERED FRONT ZIPPER PANEL, THEN START ATTACHING THE END OF THE LEFT SIDE PANEL ZIPPER STRIP TO THE LEFT SIDE OF THE T-TOP COVER FRAME WITH THE ZIP TIES PROVIDED.

2. WHEN THE ZIPPER STRIPS ARE CORRECTLY ATTACHED TO THE T-TOP COVER FRAME, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO HANG EACH ENCLOSURE PANEL FROM THE COVER FRAME AND ZIP THE PANELS TOGETHER. A. TO HELP MAINTAIN THE CORRECT POSITIONS OF THE ZIPPER STRIPS, CONNECT THE SIDE ZIPPER STRIPS WITH A ZIP TIE AT BOTH ENDS OF THE FRONT ZIPPER STRIP.
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3. USING YOUR PARTS PAGE, FIND AND IDENTIFY THE FRONT ENCLOSURE PANEL.


IF STIFFENING THE BASE IS DESIRED:


B. CUT THE PVC TO MATCH THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE OUTSIDES OF THE TWO FRONT VERTICAL SUPPORTS.

C. SLIDE THE PIPE INTO THE SLEEVE. NOTE: YOU CAN CAP THE PIPE ENDS WITH PVC CAPS.

D. IF YOU WANT TO USE PVC IN THE TWO SIDE PANEL BASE SLEEVES. CUT TWO 1/2 IN. PVC PIECES INTO 45 INCH LENGTHS.

IF DESIRED, YOU CAN CONNECT THE 2 SIDE PANELS TO THE FRONT PANEL WITH 90 OR 45 DEGREE RIGHT ANGLE PVC ELBOWS.
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4. USING YOUR PARTS PAGE, FIND AND IDENTIFY BOTH RIGHT AND LEFT SIDE ENCLOSURE PANELS.
A. ZIP ON BOTH RIGHT AND LEFT SIDE ENCLOSURE PANELS TO THE PREVIOUSLY ATTACHED COVER FRAME ZIPPER STRIPS.
B. ZIP BOTH SIDE ENCLOSURE PANELS TO THE PREVIOUSLY ATTACHED FRONT ENCLOSURE PANEL TO FORM THE THREE SIDED WEATHER GUARD / ENCLOSURE.
5. ASSEMBLE THE 4 WHEEL LOCKS

- Insert wheel
- UNLOCKED
- LOCKED

A. Spread the outer case enough to insert the center lock wheel.
B. Slide the center lock to insert the shock cord.
C. Hold the wheel and adjust the shock cord to the needed length.
D. Release the wheel and pull on the shock cord to set the wheel lock.

6. INSTALL YOUR EYE 4 LOOPS

A. Place the eye loops in positions that will allow you to use the bungees to pull, position and secure the four enclosure corners. Be sure to position the loops so that you allow enough room to insert the doubled shock cord through the loop.
B. Secure each eye loop with the 2 screws provided.

7. SET UP YOUR BUNGEES

A. Allow enough shock cord so that you will have enough to complete a full circle.
B. Loop the bungee over the wheel lock to complete the circle as illustrated.
C. Adjust the length of the bungee to properly tighten and secure the weather guard / enclosure panels in position.

The front panel eye loops should be positioned so that the front panel is secured, pulled downward and stretched straight side to side across the beam with the adjustable bungees. The two rear eye loops should be positioned so that the side panels are secured, pulled downward and stretched straight front to back with the adjustable bungees.

8. USE THE BUNGEES TO SECURE THE ENCLOSURE FOR RUNNING

Note: When 3 panels are zipped together, the front grommets on the side panels will accommodate wide console and t-top support combinations.

9. TO STORE YOUR "ZIP ON" ENCLOSURE IN THE PROTECTIVE BAG PROVIDED. UNZIP, OVERLAY, ROLL UP AND INSERT THE 3 PANELS AND OTHER EQUIPMENT IN THE BAG.

10. QUESTIONS? CALL
1- 800- 628 5188
MON.- FRI. 8AM -5PM